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ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 188



Advanced Unit 2a (21 activity (ies) 02:01:39) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are looking for a car. In what condition? I want a new car. I want a car with one previous owner. I want a secondhand car.



2



That way it won't break down. I think I have what you need. I think I have what you need.



How much are you prepared to pay for this car? Less than $10,000. Between 10,000 and 20,000 dollars. I'm on a tight budget. Not much, I just started working. I can't afford anything expensive.



3



3 3 3 3 3



How do you want to pay? In cash. My bank gave me an overdraft. I haven't thought about it yet. I'll buy it on leasing terms.



4



2 2 2



4 4 4 4



We can offer you a loan.



Is your wife a good driver? 5 5 5 5 5



Are you kidding? She's worse than I am! She's a great driver. She hasn't had any car accidents yet. She's an ace.
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5



What model do you think she would choose? 6 6 6 6



I'll make the decision. She has simple tastes. The cheapest possible car. It's up to me to choose.



6



How many passengers usually ride with you? 7 7 7



There are eight of us with my mother-in-law. We only have a big dog. We've got a son and two daughters.



7



What kind of loan do you want? 8 8 8



An 18-month loan. A two-year loan. It doesn't matter.



8



Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but that'll be fine. All right, if it's on a four-year basis. I'm sure I can find something better.



9



9 9 9



It's a deal! It's up to you!



When would you like your car to be ready? Before the end of the month. Within a week. Within three days. In two weeks.



10



10 10 10 10



Would you like some extra features? 11 11 11 11



Air conditioning. An alarm system. Aluminum hubcaps. A metallic color.
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11



When will you pick it up? 12 12 12 12



Next week. As soon as possible. My wife will come by. In the coming weeks.



12



Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would you like? The Thermos. The camera. The handheld vacuum. The car radio.



Keywords [20 word(s)] accelerator air conditioning automatic to be worn out brake convertible dashboard dealer driver engine four-wheel drive horsepower insurance leasing to park (v.) passenger second-hand to slow down (v.) steering wheel tire



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



B



overall thought daughters



tQ



check much cheapest choose



Q



cash she's station vacation sure conditioning
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h



haven't has hand-held her hesitating



¯



come up accustomed son but month hubcaps color



I



fill inexpensive with kidding accidents decision



Sentence Pronunciation [8 sentence(s)] I'd like to test-drive one. A sedan. A sports car. A spacious station wagon. A convertible. A 4-wheel drive. Horsepower. Use it to commute.



Sentence Pronunciation [21 sentence(s)] I want a new car. I want a car with one previous owner. I want a secondhand car. Less than $10,000. Between 10,000 and 20,000 dollars. I'm on a tight budget. I can't afford anything expensive. My bank gave me an overdraft. I'll buy it on leasing terms. The cheapest possible car. An 18-month loan. A two-year loan. It's a little expensive but that'll be fine. All right, if it's on a four-year basis. I'm sure I can find something better. Before the end of the month. Air conditioning. An alarm system. Aluminum hubcaps. A metallic color. The car radio.



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are looking for a car. In what condition? I want a new car. I want a car with one previous owner. I want a secondhand car.
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2 2 2



2



How much are you prepared to pay for this car? 3 3 3 3 3



Less than $10,000. Between 10,000 and 20,000 dollars. I'm on a tight budget. Not much, I just started working. I can't afford anything expensive.



3



How do you want to pay? In cash. My bank gave me an overdraft. I haven't thought about it yet. I'll buy it on leasing terms.



4



4 4 4 4



We can offer you a loan.



Is your wife a good driver? Are you kidding? She's worse than I am! She's a great driver. She hasn't had any car accidents yet. She's an ace.



5



5 5 5 5 5



What model do you think she would choose? I'll make the decision. She has simple tastes. The cheapest possible car. It's up to me to choose.



6



6 6 6 6



How many passengers usually ride with you? 7 7 7



There are eight of us with my mother-in-law. We only have a big dog. We've got a son and two daughters.



7



What kind of loan do you want? 8 8 8



An 18-month loan. A two-year loan. It doesn't matter.
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8



Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but that'll be fine. All right, if it's on a four-year basis. I'm sure I can find something better.



9



9 9 9



It's a deal! It's up to you!



When would you like your car to be ready? Before the end of the month. Within a week. Within three days. In two weeks.



10



10 10 10 10



Would you like some extra features? 11 11 11 11



Air conditioning. An alarm system. Aluminum hubcaps. A metallic color.



11



When will you pick it up? 12 12 12 12



Next week. As soon as possible. My wife will come by. In the coming weeks.



12



Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would you like? The Thermos. The camera. The handheld vacuum. The car radio.



Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



I pay cash . I'm granted an overdraft by my bank . I'll buy it on leasing terms. We can offer you a loan .
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2



How do you want to pay? What model do you think she would choose? Why do you like it so much? When would you like your car to be ready? Which one would you like? Interrogative words



3



'Which' - 'What'



I just picked up the car at the garage. They already rotated the tires and changed the oil. Did you drive it yet? I drove it to work once already. Use of the preterite with 'just,' 'yet' and 'already' Past interrogatives



Questions without interrogative words



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. interview has a flat thistire. afternoon. I need to The find oilaneeds to be changed mechanicand whothe can brakes work need fast, because to be checked, I have to too. drive It's to my My bigcar competent annoying when your car breaks down right before an important event. Possessive determiners my your My Descriptive adjectives competent big flat



2



annoying



important



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Amanda just had a minor accident. The fender of her car has a big dent in it and the paint is peeling. Last year somebody hit her car while it was parked. Since it wasn't her fault, those repairs were paid for by her insurance company. But this accident is her fault, and insurance will not cover it. Unfortunately, these repairs will be very expensive. Descriptive adjectives minor big expensive Possessive determiners her her her her her Demonstrative determiners this these those
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Verb + infinitive clause



2



'Still' - 'Yet'
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3



Compound adjectives



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Form compound words as in the example. Example: held in a hand



handheld



lasting two years



two-year



green, like an emerald



emerald green



having four wheels



four-wheel



as cold as ice



ice cold ice-cold



as tired as a dog



dog-tired



having fair skin



fair-skinned



Compound adjectives
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2



Form compound words as in the example. Example: held in a hand



handheld



liable to break hearts



heartbreaking



deserved well



well-deserved



as black as jet



jet-black



having a hard head



hardheaded



powerful enough to crush bone



bonecrushing



made at home



homemade



Compound adjectives



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of compound nouns



2



Verbs: reactions and preferences
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3



Uses of 'so'
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man instructed me, 'Check my brakes.'



The man instructed me to check his brakes.



He asked me, 'Change my rear tires.'



He asked me to change his rear tires.



He told me, 'Use unleaded gas.'



He told me to use unleaded gas.



He ordered me, 'Don't wash the windshield!'



He ordered me not to wash the windshield.



Verb + infinitive clause



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man instructed me, 'Check my brakes.'



The man instructed me to check his brakes.



He asked me, 'Fill it up with gas.'



He asked me to fill it up with gas.



He instructed Frankie, 'Change the oil.'



He instructed Frankie to change the oil.



He told Bob, 'Don't touch the dashboard!'



He told Bob not to touch the dashboard. He told Bob to not touch the dashboard.



Verb + infinitive clause



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The man instructed me, 'Check my brakes.'



The man instructed me to check his brakes.



I told him, 'Be quiet.'



I told him to be quiet.



Frankie shouted at him, 'Calm down!'



Frankie shouted at him to calm down.



Bob yelled at him, 'Leave.'



Bob yelled at him to leave.



Verb + infinitive clause
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4



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the gas station closed yet? (open) Is your car fixed yet? (in the shop)



No, it's still in the shop. No, it is still in the shop. No, my car's still in the shop. No, my car is still in the shop. No, our car's still in the shop. No, our car is still in the shop.



Is the tank full? (empty)



No, it's still empty. No, it is still empty. No, the tank's still empty. No, the tank is still empty.



Does he have a new car yet? (the old one)



No, he still has the old one.



Adverbs of time



5



No, it's still open.



'Still' - 'Yet'



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the gas station closed yet? (open)



No, it's still open.



Is the station wagon in stock yet? (in production)



No, it's still in production. No, it is still in production. No, the station wagon's still in production. No, the station wagon is still in production.



Does it come in red? (only in green)



No, it still only comes in green. No, it still comes only in green. No, it still comes in green only.



Does it have a CD player? (tape deck)



No, it still has a tape deck.



Adverbs of time
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6



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is the gas station closed yet? (open) Is your daughter driving the sports car yet? (the sedan)



No, she's still driving the sedan. No, she is still driving the sedan. No, my daughter's still driving the sedan. No, my daughter is still driving the sedan.



Does she drive the convertible often? (rarely)



No, she still drives it rarely. No, she still drives the convertible rarely.



Is she a good driver yet? (learning)



No, she's still learning. No, she is still learning.



Adverbs of time



7



No, it's still open.



'Still' - 'Yet'



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I have got some gas.



I haven't got any gas.



Did he buy some oil?



Didn't he buy any oil?



Did she get some snacks?



Didn't she get any snacks?



Have you seen a rest stop?



Haven't you seen a rest stop?



'Some' - 'Any'



8



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I have got some gas.



I haven't got any gas.



Do you want a new car?



Don't you want a new car?



They will buy some tires.



They won't buy any tires. They will not buy any tires.



You stop for all red lights.



You don't stop for any red lights. You do not stop for any red lights.



Modal auxiliaries
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9



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I have got some gas.



I haven't got any gas.



Bill has got a sedan.



Bill hasn't got a sedan.



Frankie has some money.



Frankie doesn't have any money. Frankie does not have any money.



Mildred looked at some used cars.



Mildred didn't look at any used cars. Mildred did not look at any used cars.



'Some' - 'Any'



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 a driver a teacher a passenger an artist a surfer a manager



2 a passenger a driver a spectator a conductor a mechanic a listener



3 a hubcap a tire a headlight a rear mirror a trunk a windscreen
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The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



If it's inexpensive , then it doesn't cost much. costly high-priced extravagant fashionable



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. empty small fast costly hesitating



full spacious slow inexpensive sure



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



buying secondhand products can be financially beneficial buying secondhand products can be financially beneficial



2



my parents installed an alarm my parents installed an alarm system



3



if you'd like to clean the carpet, the if you'd like to clean the carpet, the vacuum is



system in in the house



the



house



vacuum is in the closet.



in the



closet.



Construction of the present conditional



4



what features do you look for what features do you look for in a new



5



Caviar and champagne Caviar and champagne are The notion of means



6



in a new stereo stereo system?



are by no means simple by no means simple tastes



system?



tastes



Singular nouns in '-s'



my great vacation made me have an overdraft at my great vacation made me have an overdraft at the bank



the



bank



'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done'
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7



what would what would be



be the cheapest way the cheapest way of taking



Construction of the present conditional



of taking a a trip overseas?



trip



overseas?



Regular superlatives



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the negative form. There are some nice cars on sale at the car lot. There is a nice used sedan. I got a loan from my bank to pay for it. Do you have two cars? There are other passengers besides me. I have air conditioning in my old station wagon. There aren't any nice cars on sale at the car lot. There isn't a nice used sedan. I didn't get a loan from my bank to pay for it. Don't you have two cars? There aren't any other passengers besides me. I have no air conditioning in my old station wagon. The negative form



Negation of the indefinite article



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are looking for a car. In what condition? I want a new car. I want a car with one previous owner. I want a secondhand car.



2



That way it won't break down. I think I have what you need. I think I have what you need.



How much are you prepared to pay for this car? Less than $10,000. Between 10,000 and 20,000 dollars. I'm on a tight budget. Not much, I just started working. I can't afford anything expensive.



3



2 2 2



3 3 3 3 3



How do you want to pay? In cash. My bank gave me an overdraft. I haven't thought about it yet. I'll buy it on leasing terms.
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We can offer you a loan.
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4



Is your wife a good driver? 5 5 5 5 5



Are you kidding? She's worse than I am! She's a great driver. She hasn't had any car accidents yet. She's an ace.



5



What model do you think she would choose? I'll make the decision. She has simple tastes. The cheapest possible car. It's up to me to choose.



6



6 6 6 6



How many passengers usually ride with you? There are eight of us with my mother-in-law. We only have a big dog. We've got a son and two daughters.



7



7 7 7



What kind of loan do you want? An 18-month loan. A two-year loan. It doesn't matter.



8



Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but that'll be fine. All right, if it's on a four-year basis. I'm sure I can find something better.



9



8 8 8



9 9 9



It's a deal! It's up to you!



When would you like your car to be ready? 10 10 10 10



Before the end of the month. Within a week. Within three days. In two weeks.
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10



Would you like some extra features? 11 11 11 11



Air conditioning. An alarm system. Aluminum hubcaps. A metallic color.



11



When will you pick it up? 12 12 12 12



Next week. As soon as possible. My wife will come by. In the coming weeks.



12



Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would you like? The Thermos. The camera. The handheld vacuum. The car radio.



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



The Automobile Industry Ford / General Motors / automobile / Theodore Roosevelt / horse-drawn carriage / kick-started / assembly lines / Detroit



An assembly line From Ford to General Motors, the American automobile industry has a long history! The industry began to grow at the start of the 20th century. In 1900, President Theodore Roosevelt became the first President to ride in a car. However, for security, a horse-drawn carriage followed at all times, and people believed he was extremely brave! Attitudes changed quickly, and Henry Ford kick-started the industry in 1914. He started to mass-produce cars using assembly lines. In 1900, only 4,100 cars were sold across the U.S., but in 1915, almost one million were sold! Ford's 'Model T' became the industrial success story of the era. The industry was focused in Detroit, Michigan, and it was here that the Cadillac Automobile Company was created. This was bought by General Motors, which became a dominant industry force in the 1920s. Although today's automobile industry is very different from that of Theodore Roosevelt's day, Ford and General Motors continue to dominate the market.
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Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Which industry do we associate Ford with? The automobile industry Hints: General Motors is also part of this industry. This industry started to grow at the start of the 20th century. It begins with 'A.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )



2



Who was the first American President to ride in a car? Theodore Roosevelt Hints: A horse-drawn carriage followed for security. People believed he was extremely brave. His first name began with 'T.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )



3



Who kick-started the American Automobile Industry in 1914? Henry Ford Hints: He produced the 'Model T' car. He mass-produced cars using assembly lines. His first name began with 'H.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )



4



In which town was the American automobile industry focused? Detroit Hints: This town is in Michigan. The Cadillac Automobile Company was formed in this town. This town begins with 'D.' Cultural text: The Automobile Industry (Society and Economy )
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Advanced Unit 2b (21 activity (ies) 02:15:27) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You arrive at a gas station. A man walks over to you: "Good morning, what can I do for you?" Some gas, please. Change the oil. Change the rear tires.



2



2 3 6



Oh, they're flat.



What kind of gas would you like? 4 4 4



Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



3



How many miles have you covered since you had the oil changed? Less than 6,000 miles. 31,000 miles. More than 31,000 miles.



4



All right. All right. All right.



11 11 11



How much would you like? 6 6 6



Fill her up, please. $20's worth. I'd like 5 gallons.



5



Do you do a lot of driving? No, I don't. Yes, 300 miles a week. Yes, I'm a regional sales rep.



6



Your car must be worn out! Your car must be worn out!



7 7 7



Anything else? I'd like to change the oil. I'd like full service. No, that's all.
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11 11 11
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7



Do you plan to change the car soon? 10 8 8



No, I'm too fond of it! Why not? I'm still hesitating.



8



What do you think of the cars in stock? They're nice. Are they inexpensive? I'd like to test-drive one.



9



You like to drive fast, don't you?



11 11 11



What do you first consider when you look at a car? 12 13 13



Color. Overall looks. Horsepower.



12



11 11 11 11 11



Why do you like it so much? It was a present from my aunt. It doesn't burn a lot of gas. I'm accustomed to it.



11



9 9 9



What kind of car do you prefer? A sedan. A sports car. A spacious station wagon. A convertible. A 4-wheel drive.



10



The quality is in line with their price.



What color do you prefer? 13 13 13



Off-white. Bright red. Emerald green.
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13



Are you going to drive it often? 14 14 14



No, rarely. Yes, a lot. From time to time.



14



What do you intend to do with your car? Use it to commute. It's for my wife. I want to go on vacation with it.



15



15 15 15



What gasoline do you want to use? Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



16



16 16 16



How do you like to drive? I tend to keep my foot on the accelerator. I'm pretty careful. I drive as fast as possible.



Keywords [19 word(s)] automobile to blink (v.) to break down (v.) to change the oil diesel to fill up (v.) full service gallon gas station gasoline indicator mechanic oil change rest stop tank trunk unleaded vehicle windshield
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Sentence Pronunciation [16 sentence(s)] I'd like full service. Fill her up, please. $20's worth. I'd like 5 gallons. Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel. Change the oil. I'd like to change the oil. Change the rear tires. Less than 6,000 miles. 31,000 miles. More than 31,000 miles. Yes, 300 miles a week. It doesn't burn a lot of gas. I tend to keep my foot on the accelerator.



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. John has bought a new car. He test-drove it before he bought it, and now he has brought it home. When he showed it to his wife, she asked him to let her drive it. Now that she has driven it once, she wants to drive it every day. Present perfect has bought has brought Simple preterite bought test-drove



2



has driven



showed



asked



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. The dashboard indicator is blinking. That means my gas tank is empty. I am driving along the freeway, so I take the nearest exit ramp.... Now I am looking for a gas station.... 'Fill up the tank please,' I tell the attendant.... Now he is washing the windshield.... A few minutes have passed, and I am back on the freeway. Present continuous am driving is blinking Present indicative is take means



tell
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am looking



is washing



am
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Strong probability using 'must'



2



'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: tank for gas drive for testing a car



test drive



car for sports



sports car



station for trains



train station



power of horses



horsepower



green of an emerald



emerald green



conditioning of the air



air conditioning



Construction of compound nouns



2



gas tank



Use of compound nouns



Reformulate as in the example. Example: tank for gas



gas tank



radio in the car



car radio



mug for coffee



coffee mug



racket for tennis



tennis racket



box for jewels



jewelry box jewel box jewelbox



cellar for storing wine



wine cellar



ball game involving bases



baseball



Construction of compound nouns
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Use of compound nouns
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Give the opposite, as in the example. Example: You must be Mr. Brown. This must be your car.



This can't be your car. This cannot be your car.



That must be her station wagon.



That can't be her station wagon. That cannot be her station wagon.



That must be Mario Andretti over there.



That can't be Mario Andretti over there. That cannot be Mario Andretti over there.



Strong probability using 'must'



2



You can't be Mr. Brown.



Modal auxiliaries



Give the opposite, as in the example. Example: You must be Mr. Brown.



You can't be Mr. Brown.



He must mean the convertible.



He can't mean the convertible. He cannot mean the convertible.



They must be talking about the sedan.



They can't be talking about the sedan. They cannot be talking about the sedan.



You must be referring to the sports car.



You can't be referring to the sports car. You cannot be referring to the sports car.



Strong probability using 'must'
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Modal auxiliaries
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3



Give the opposite, as in the example. Example: You must be Mr. Brown. The car must be ready already.



The car can't be ready already. The car cannot be ready already.



The air-conditioning must be broken.



The air-conditioning can't be broken. The air-conditioning cannot be broken.



The hubcaps must be missing.



The hubcaps can't be missing. The hubcaps cannot be missing.



Strong probability using 'must'



4



You can't be Mr. Brown.



Modal auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Our car is being repaired. My brakes are being checked.



I'm having my brakes checked. I am having my brakes checked.



Her oil is being changed.



She's having her oil changed. She is having her oil changed.



Their tank is being filled.



They're having their tank filled. They are having their tank filled.



'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done'



5



We're having our car repaired.



Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Our car is being repaired.



We're having our car repaired.



Our windshield is being replaced.



We're having our windshield replaced. We are having our windshield replaced.



Your tires are being rotated.



You're having your tires rotated. You are having your tires rotated.



His part is being delivered.



He's having his part delivered. He is having his part delivered.



'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done'
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Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Our car is being repaired.



We're having our car repaired.



Our convertible was repainted.



We had our convertible repainted.



My wife's car was tuned up.



My wife had her car tuned up.



Her hubcaps were stolen.



She had her hubcaps stolen.



'To make sb do sth' - 'To have sth done'



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You arrive at a gas station. A man walks over to you: "Good morning, what can I do for you?" Some gas, please. Change the oil. Change the rear tires.



2



2 3 6



Oh, they're flat.



What kind of gas would you like? 4 4 4



Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



3



How many miles have you covered since you had the oil changed? Less than 6,000 miles. 31,000 miles. More than 31,000 miles.



4



All right. All right. All right.



11 11 11



How much would you like? Fill her up, please. $20's worth. I'd like 5 gallons.
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5



Do you do a lot of driving? No, I don't. Yes, 300 miles a week. Yes, I'm a regional sales rep.



6



All right.



11 11 11



Do you plan to change the car soon? No, I'm too fond of it! Why not? I'm still hesitating.



8



The quality is in line with their price.



9 9 9



What kind of car do you prefer? A sedan. A sports car. A spacious station wagon. A convertible. A 4-wheel drive.



10



10 8 8



What do you think of the cars in stock? They're nice. Are they inexpensive? I'd like to test-drive one.



9



7 7 7



Anything else? I'd like to change the oil. I'd like full service. No, that's all.



7



Your car must be worn out! Your car must be worn out!



You like to drive fast, don't you?



11 11 11 11 11



Why do you like it so much? 11 11 11



It was a present from my aunt. It doesn't burn a lot of gas. I'm accustomed to it.
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11



What do you first consider when you look at a car? 12 13 13



Color. Overall looks. Horsepower.



12



What color do you prefer? Off-white. Bright red. Emerald green.



13



13 13 13



Are you going to drive it often? No, rarely. Yes, a lot. From time to time.



14



14 14 14



What do you intend to do with your car? Use it to commute. It's for my wife. I want to go on vacation with it.



15



15 15 15



What gasoline do you want to use? 16 16 16



Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



16



How do you like to drive? I tend to keep my foot on the accelerator. I'm pretty careful. I drive as fast as possible.
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 a gas station a bakery a hospital a corner store a haberdashery a launderette



2 gas water milk whisky honey detergent



3 a tire a hubcap a steering wheel a motor a wing a brake



4 a sedan a stagecoach a motorbike a carriage a flying carpet a limousine
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5 a sports car a bicycle a station wagon a sedan a skateboard a roller skate



6 a station wagon a convertible a submarine a truck a trailer a sedan



7 a convertible a parachute a flying saucer a cart a merry-go-round a helicopter



8 a 4-wheel drive a sports car a trailer a crane a tractor a go-cart



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



A convertible is a car with a removable top. trailer motorcycle roller blade station wagon
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2



Horsepower is a technical name for the strength of a machine. Vitality Endowment Thermal energy Bandages Use of compound nouns



3



Good morning , how may I help you today? Leave this instant Adieu Farewell Afternoon



4



A full service is checking the brakes and oil level and filling the tank. half-done job alumni reunion marketing scheme gas station



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. change want drive hesitate like check



modify wish operate be reluctant be fond of verify



Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



I know of a gas station that sells gasoline I know of a gas station that sells gasoline for less



for



less



in



the



Relative pronouns and adverbs



2



The United States covers thousands of The United States covers thousands of miles



miles



Invariable cardinal numbers



3



driving for days with no rest is dangerous. driving for days with no rest is dangerous.



4



We don't We don't like



like tap water, so we tap water, so we buy gallons



Use of 'so' to express a goal
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5



an oil change is needed after 3,000 an oil change is needed after 3,000 miles.



6



An eccentric woman would An eccentric woman would wear



wear a bright red wedding a bright red wedding dress



Construction of the present conditional



7



miles.



dress



Order of adjectives



the commute takes two hours from home the commute takes two hours from home to work.



to work.



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



8



The accelerator was sensitive and the driver had an The accelerator was sensitive and the driver had an accident



accident



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



What do you first consider when you look at a car? How much are you prepared to pay for this car? What do you intend to do with your car? I will commute to work and go shopping with my wife. Verbs expressing a wish to act



2



I'd like to fill her up . I'm too fond of my car. It's a present from my aunt. I go to work with it. I tend to keep my foot on the accelerator. The main postpositions



3



Prepositions of place



You arrive at a gas station . A man walks over to you. Good morning , what can I do for you? How many miles have you covered since you had the oil changed? I have driven a lot since the last change. Irregular verbs
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4



How many miles have you covered since you had the oil changed ? I just started working. How much are you prepared to pay? I'm on a tight budget. My bank will grant me an overdraft. Use of the present perfect



5



You arrive at a gas station. A man walks over to you. What can I do for you? Some gas, please. How much would you like ? Fill her up, please. 'Would like': expressing wishes



6



Verbs without a continuous form



I drive as fast as possible . Why do you like it so much ? Do you do a lot of driving? Are you going to drive it often ? I'm pretty careful. Adverbs of time



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the present perfect continuous
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2



Use of the present perfect continuous



3



'For how long' - 'Since when'
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Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (fly) you (go)



you have been going



we (visit)



we have been visiting



it (do)



it has been doing



he (arrive)



he has been arriving



she (finish)



she has been finishing



they (order)



they have been ordering



Construction of the present perfect continuous



2



I have been flying



Auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (fly)



I have been flying



Geoff (eat)



Geoff has been eating



Johnny (swim)



Johnny has been swimming



Oliver (lie)



Oliver has been lying



Rich (return)



Rich has been returning



Danny (serve)



Danny has been serving



Bill (have)



Bill has been having



Construction of the present perfect continuous
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call) he (to take)



he has been taking he's been taking



they (to hurt)



they have been hurting they've been hurting



it (to grow)



it has been growing it's been growing



we (to rest)



we have been resting we've been resting



she (to bleed)



she has been bleeding she's been bleeding



John (to wait)



John has been waiting John's been waiting



Construction of the present perfect continuous



4



I have been calling



Auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to not buy)



I haven't been buying



you (to not heal)



you haven't been healing you have not been healing you've not been healing



they (to not feel)



they have not been feeling they haven't been feeling they've not been feeling



we (to not see)



we haven't been seeing we have not been seeing we've not been seeing



Sally (to not cough)



Sally hasn't been coughing Sally has not been coughing Sally's not been coughing



it (to not charge)



it hasn't been charging it has not been charging it's not been charging



she (to not tickle)



she hasn't been tickling she has not been tickling she's not been tickling



Construction of the present perfect continuous Verbs without a continuous form: exceptions
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Use the form "must" or "have to" wherever possible, paying close attention to the tense of the text. They want a new family car. They have gone on vacation with the old one. They are waiting for a loan from the bank. The car they want to buy is expensive. They want a bigger model. The husband and the wife both drive automatics. They must want a new family car. They must have gone on vacation with the old one. They must be waiting for a loan from the bank. The car they want to buy must be expensive. They must want a bigger model. The husband and the wife must both drive automatics. Strong probability using 'must'



Modal auxiliaries



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You arrive at a gas station. A man walks over to you: "Good morning, what can I do for you?" Some gas, please. Change the oil. Change the rear tires.



2



2 3 6



Oh, they're flat.



What kind of gas would you like? 4 4 4



Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



3



How many miles have you covered since you had the oil changed? Less than 6,000 miles. 31,000 miles. More than 31,000 miles.



4



All right. All right. All right.



11 11 11



How much would you like? 6 6 6



Fill her up, please. $20's worth. I'd like 5 gallons.
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5



Do you do a lot of driving? No, I don't. Yes, 300 miles a week. Yes, I'm a regional sales rep.



6



All right.



11 11 11



Do you plan to change the car soon? No, I'm too fond of it! Why not? I'm still hesitating.



8



The quality is in line with their price.



9 9 9



What kind of car do you prefer? A sedan. A sports car. A spacious station wagon. A convertible. A 4-wheel drive.



10



10 8 8



What do you think of the cars in stock? They're nice. Are they inexpensive? I'd like to test-drive one.



9



7 7 7



Anything else? I'd like to change the oil. I'd like full service. No, that's all.



7



Your car must be worn out! Your car must be worn out!



You like to drive fast, don't you?



11 11 11 11 11



Why do you like it so much? 11 11 11



It was a present from my aunt. It doesn't burn a lot of gas. I'm accustomed to it.
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11



What do you first consider when you look at a car? 12 13 13



Color. Overall looks. Horsepower.



12



What color do you prefer? Off-white. Bright red. Emerald green.



13



13 13 13



Are you going to drive it often? No, rarely. Yes, a lot. From time to time.



14



14 14 14



What do you intend to do with your car? Use it to commute. It's for my wife. I want to go on vacation with it.



15



15 15 15



What gasoline do you want to use? 16 16 16



Super-unleaded. Regular-unleaded. Diesel.



16



How do you like to drive? I tend to keep my foot on the accelerator. I'm pretty careful. I drive as fast as possible.
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Route 66 highway / Route 66 / Chicago / Los Angeles / stretch / concrete / mass relocation / John Steinbeck's / The Grapes of Wrath / motels



America's legendary highway Some people call the highway known as Route 66, the 'Main Street of America.' Built in the 1920s, this highway represents America's hopes and dreams. Connecting Chicago, Illinois, to Los Angeles, California, this 2,400-mile stretch of concrete is an American legend. Its original purpose was to link rural communities, but it eventually provoked mass relocation. This was documented in John Steinbeck's book 'The Grapes of Wrath' in 1939. He referred to Route 66 as 'The Mother Road.' It was called this because hundreds of thousands of people emigrated to California in search of work during the Great Depression. Thanks to the film based on the book and a 1960s TV show named after the highway, Route 66 became a cult obsession. Every year, thousands of people travel the length of Route 66, staying in the many motels along the way, and everyone has a story to tell!



Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Which highway can also be called the 'Main Street of America?' Route 66 Hints: It was built in the 1920s. It represents America's hopes and dreams. It has a number in its name. Cultural text: Route 66 (Geography )



2



What is Route 66? A highway Hints: It links Los Angeles to Chicago. It is 2,400 miles long. It is made of concrete. Cultural text: Route 66 (Geography )
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3



Who referred to Route 66 as 'The Mother Road'? John Steinbeck Hints: He was a writer. He wrote 'The Grapes of Wrath.' His first name was John. Cultural text: Route 66 (Geography )



4



Route 66 links Chicago to which city? Los Angeles Hints: This city is in California. This city is 2,400 miles from Chicago. It is known as 'The City of Angels.' Cultural text: Route 66 (Geography )
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B2) 

Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? 3. We will .... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2 ... I'm sorry, I don't understand. 3.










 








advanced unit 4 (b2) 

Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) ..... America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future .... Page 24/47 ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 7 (B2) 

carry along. Dialogue: ...... take a vacation ..... Yellowstone was declared the world's first national park in 1872. ... These geysers are evidence of volcanic activity.










 








advanced unit 3 (b2) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course, sir. 4. 4 ...... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2. I asked you for your ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B2) 

What's the weather going to be like this weekend? 3. Do you ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... Why don't you go canoeing next weekend? ...... that song. Regular superlatives. Relative pronouns and adverbs. 3 a dog.










 








EXPERT UNIT 2 (B2) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your flight ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are ... manga. Yes, she's very popular in the States. I'll see what I can do.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B1) 

I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. 7 ... Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to the ...... 4 Oh no, with my husband, dog, mother, father and five children.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 2 (B2) 

2. What kind of pants? Dress slacks. 5. Jeans. 5. Corduroy pants. They don't have ..... because they benefit from reduced prices by buying their products in bulk.










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. Can I have your company name and address? 6. 4. The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B2) 

New York is a great place to mix business and pleasure. 4. Well, I hope it ... I didn't realize you rented out cars. Oh, yes! But under our subsidiary's name. 9. 8.










 








intermediate unit 4 (b2) 

I'm ordering ice cream for the kids. Who are you ordering ice cream for? We should ...... General Motors continue to dominate the market. Riddles [6 exercises]. 1.










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B2) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








intermediate unit 1 (b2) 

My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4. He should ..... seems that every task in this company is urgent!










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B2) 

2. 2. We're having a few problems with one of the networks you installed for us. What seems to ... Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems. 4. 4 .... quite large quite tall ...... Well, I'd say around ten thousand dollars. .... The o










 








intermediate unit 3 (b2) 

Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 4. Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: We don't have much ...










 








expert unit 5 (b2) 

fast slow. 2 a meeting a lunch break an annual fee a phone bill a good rate ..... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... trigger off a third world war!
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